Mexico Fuels Report

Gain price transparency into the cost of importing refined fuel to Mexico from benchmark U.S. markets

OPIS Mexico Fuels Report provides a pricing index for the full value chain of imported fuel to help inform smarter buying decisions.

Market Challenge
The liberalization of Mexico’s fuel market has created demand among suppliers and buyers for accurate price discovery. Currently, wholesale pricing methodology is opaque and may not accurately represent market fundamentals. As market share moves to a more diversified supply chain, buyers will need fair price transparency across all markets.

Benefits
— Identify the most accurate price point for each import area when securing contracts
— Discover daily price arbitrage between the U.S. Gulf Coast pipeline spot market and Pemex-posted wholesale prices
— Reference a price index for octane and RVP difference between U.S. and Mexico delivered products
— Monitor freight rates for Mexico cargo shipments
— Follow the USD/MXN exchange rate
— Receive timely news coverage of Mexican energy reform and infrastructure growth

How We Help
OPIS Mexico Fuels Report delivers a daily index for gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, oxygenates and propane that is sourced in the U.S. and landed in Mexico, revealing the true buildup cost of cross-border fuel shipments. Suppliers receive new indexes for pricing cargos and for valuing RVP and Octane differences accurately between U.S. and Mexico fuel blends.

For a FREE trial, call 888 301 2645 or 1 301 284 2000, email energysales@opisnet.com